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Abstract: New measurements of ice texture made along 
the EP[CA Dome C ice core, together with a review of 
previous studies of fabric and microstructure, arc pre
sented. Mean grain size increases steadily with age, and 
so depth. However, sharp decreases arc observed con
temporary with each climatic termination. These sharp 
decreases arc believed 10 be mainly driven by the change 
in dllst content between glacial and interglacial periods. 
C-axes steadily clustered with depth toward a vertical sin
gle maximum. However, a sharp clustering of the fabric 
is observed during termination 1.1 (::::: 1750 m), suggest
ing the presence of shear in the upper pan of the core. 
Moreover, below 2812 m, large variations of the fabric 
are observed from sample to sample. Migration recrys
tallization may affcct the ice polycrystal for the lowest 
part of the core. 

Key words: EPICA Dome C ice core, texture, anisotropy, 
recrystallization processes. 

1 Introduction 

Icc cores studies over the last decades have consid
erably enhanced our understanding of the nature of cli
mate , showing, amongst other things, the correlation of 
the atmospheric composition of greenhouse gases with 
air tClTlperature [I]. A new ice core has reccntly been 
drillcd within the European Project for Ice Coring in 
Antarctica (EPICA) at DOlTle C in Antarctica (75°06'5, 
123°21'E, 3233 m above sea level) reaching a depth of 
3259.72 m. Analysis of the upper 3139 m of this core 
has pushed paleoclimate records in icc cores back to 800 
kyr [21 . Besides this increase in the age of ice core 
records. also the analytical methods applied on ice cores 
have been strongly improved. For example, high reso
lution measurements have enabled the identificat ion of 
seasonal variations in cores from sites with high accu
mulation rates (NorthG RIP, Greenland, [3]). However, 
stratigraphic disturbances in the deepest part of the ice 
cores drilled close to the su mmit of the Grecnland ice 
shcct (GRfP and G IPS2) havc been reportcd [4, 5]. Small 

scale folds have becn observed which alter the slratigra
phy at centimeter scale IG ISP2, Greenland, 5J , and, in 
some cases, even the large scale stratigraphic order of ice 
layers representing thousands of years Can be disturbed 
[Vostok, Antarctica. 6]. Therefore, in order to obtain a 
fully confident interpretation of the paleoclimatic records 
in icc cores, the structural properties of the ice cores have 
also to be investigatcd. 

The study of the ice polycrystal is a good candidate to 
detect strain hcterogeneities and 10 get an understanding 
of the deformation history. Icc crystal s are outstandingly 
anisotropic as deformation parallel 10 the basal planes 
(perpendicular to its c axis) is several orders of magnitude 
easier compared 10 any other direction P J. As a conse
quence, under deformation, the c axes in the ice poly
crystal rotate towards compression axes and away from 
tensional axes [8, 9J. Due to th is, the c axes distribution 
(referred to as fabric in the following) both ren(.>(:ts the 
deformation history of the icc and determines the hard
ness of the icc with respect to further deformation. A 
thorough understanding of the fabrie evolution in the ice 
sheet is, therefore, of primary importance to correctly in
terpret and simulate the ice now liD]. 

Another very important aspect of the ice polycrystal is 
the microstructure, i.e. the grain boundary network. As 
observed in many ice cores, the mean crystal size shows 
abrupt vllriations in phase with climatic changes [II, 12J. 
Thus, mean grain size variations provide a valuable mark 
of rapid climate changes. Moreover. Cuffey et;ll. [13J 
have shown that thc grain size may innucnce the strain
rate and lead 10 shear strain rate enhancement in iee ac
cumulated during glacial periods (sec the review of Pa
terson f 14]). Finally, Durand et a!. 115J have shown that 
the microstructure geometry also records the deformation 
history and may reveal strain heterogeneities. 

The purpose of this paper is to present a review of the 
existing texture stud ies (both microstructure and fabric) 
of the EPICA DomeC (EDC) ice core, and to present new 
and more robust texture measurements, which allow us to 
improve the understanding of past ice sheet deformation 
in the vicinity of EDC. In section 2. we describe the basic 
mechanisms that affect the texture in ice sheets. Section 
3 presents the parameters used to characterize the tex ture 
and details the different results. Section 4 discusses both 
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the microstructure and fabric evolutions, with particular 
emphasis on mean grain size variations and the sudden 
changcs observed in the fahr ic. 

2 Mechanisms affecting texture develop
ment 

2.1 Deformation 
The ice crystal has :1 hexagonal crystallographic struc

ture and its orientation can be specified by its caxis which 
is perpendicular to the basal planes. Di slocation glide 
along the basal planes dominates ice crystal deformation 
and confers a strong an isotropy to the crystal [71. Due 
to this strong anisotropy of the crystal, c axes rotate to
ward compressional axes and away from tensional axes 
[8, 16. 91. The sketches in Figure I summarize the tex
ture evol ution under uniax ial compression . 

However. coaxes rotation induced by strain is not the 
on ly process that affects the texture and several recrystal
lization processes have to be taken into account 10 cor
rect ly interpret texlUre evolution . 

t 

Figure I: Sketches presenril1g tile effect of IIniaxial 
compression 011 a ice polycrystal. Due fo slrong crystal 
anisorrop): coaxes rotate toward tIle compressional axis. 
For the EDC case. compression direction corre~pollds to 
the ill-sitll \"ertical. Then. after deformatioll coaxes will 
appear clustered arot/lld the rertical (cellfer of classical 
Schmidt projection). and grains become more elongated 
011 the extension directioll . 

2.2 Recrystallization processes 
2.2.1 Normal grain growth 

In polycrystallinc materials. the normal grain growth pro
ccss is driven by the decrease of the total grain bound
ary energy within the material. Assum ing that the grain 
boundary is a part of a sphere, and ignoring the environ
ment of the grain, Burke and Turnbull [171 established 
that the boundary velocity v is inversely proporlionalto 
the grain radius. Further, assuming that v is proportional 
to dR Idt, they deduced that: 

dR J{ 

dt n (I) 

where [( is an Arrhenius temperature-dependent con
stant. Integration of Equation (1) gives the classical 
parabolic grain growth law R2 = Ril + [(t , where Ro is 
the initial grain radius. Other approaches, like mean field 
assumptions [ [8J. Monte Carlo simulat ions [ 19J or vertex 
modeling [20J give similar grain growth law exponents 
for the mean grain radius evolution of an assemblage of 
grains. Such a steady evol ution is observed in the upper 
part of icc-sheets, with a slightl y higher exponent m ':::: 3 
compared 10 the theoretical one (sec e.g. Thorsteinsson 
et a1. [21 J). I-Iowever, the grain evolution is clearly af
fected by other processes than normal grain growth, as a 
decrease of the mean grain size can be observed at the 
LGM-Holocene transition (term ination I) in several icc 
cores (amongst others Vostok [221, GRI P [21D. Note also 
that Durand et al. [12] attribute the discreplmcy between 
theoret ical and measured ex ponent "In to the effec t of bub
bles pinning. 

Normal grain growth can be affected by the effect of 
extrinsic materials, that is in the case of polar icc: mi
eropartic1es and bubbles through a pin ning effect or sol
uble impurities through a drag effcct. A review of the 
different mechanisms affecting nonnal grain growth has 
been proposed by Alley el a1. L23j. An extensive debate 
has then followed to discriminate which mechanism is 
predominant in polar ice sheets and could ex plai n the ob
served decrease at termination J LII. 24, 25. 26, 27, 28]. 
In the light of a detailed grain size record from the EDe 
core. Durand et a1. [121 have reviewed the different ar
guments and conclude that the predom inen t impact is at
tributed to the pinning of grain boundaries by insoluble 
dust partic les. [n that case, Equation ( I) can be modified 
as follows [29]: 

dR = J( (~ _ ~) 
dt R Hz 

(2) 

where H: is a limiting grain size. that depends on the dust 
content of the ice and on the size of dust particles. The 
location of the particles is also a detemlinant parameter. 
Indeed. for a given dust particle size distribution , Rz is 
much lower if the particles arc preferentially distributed 
along grain boundaries compared 10 randomly distributed 
particles within the ice matrix (sec Durand et a1. [l2J for 
details). A non linear deeay of the grain growth rate fol
lows from eq uation (2): dRl dt progressively decreases 
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toward zero as the grain size approaches Rc: . It is also 
worth mentionin g that if grain boundaries arc not pinned, 
normal grain growth always take place. 

Whereas the normal grain growth obviously affects the 
grai n size, it is believed that it docs not influence fabri cs 
development [161. 

2.2.2 Rotation Recrystallization 

Rotation recrystalli zati on or pol ygoni zation signifies the 
splitting of grains into smaller grains. Because dilTer
em parts of a grain are subject to diffe rent stresses in
duced by grain-grain interactions, dislocations group into 
walls (sub-boundaries) that di vide the grai ns into less dis
torted regions. The misorientation between sub-grains in
creases as deformation proceeds, and sub-boundaries be
come true grain boundaries (the distinction between sub
grains and grains is arbitrary). 

From the description of the mechanism, rotation re
crystalli zation decreases the average grain growth rate 
of the polycrystal. It is believed that under some condi 
tions, rotation recrystallization counteracts normal grain 
growth , and that it Can explain the constant mean grain 
size that is observed in several icc cores (among others 
Byrd [30J, GRI P [21 J, NorlhGRIP (3 1 D. 

As new grains form by progressive rotation recrystal 
lizat ion, their orientation is close 10 the grain from which 
they form . Thus, the occ urrence of rotation recrystall iza
tion can be determined by comparing the popul ation of 
low-angle grain boundaries within the texture with that 
of a reshumed texture [32, sec also Section 3.2J. More
over, from di screpencics between model resul ts and ob
servati ons along the GRIP core. Castel nau et al. [33] sus
pected rotation recrystallization 10 slow down the fabri c 
strengthening under un iaxial compression. 

2.2.3 Migration Recrystallization 

Mignttion recrystalli zation is the nucleati on of new dislo
catio n free grains and rapid migration of their boundaries 
at the expense of strained grains. Thi s process occurs in 
the very bollom part of icc sheets if the following con
ditions arc fulfill ed: (i) the temperature exceeds _ lOoC 
and ( ii) the driv ing force for the initiation of the migration 
recrystallization is reached 134]. 

The fast grain boundary migration associated with mi
gration recrystalli zation leads to the fo rmation of large 
interlocking grains that deeply alTeets the fabric. For nor
mal grain growth and rotation recrystallization the fabric 
is strain induced, whereas under migration recrystalliza
tion. the resul ting fabric is imposed by the state of stress 
L35]. Jacka and Maccagnan L36] have shown that under 
uniaxial compression. the c axes pallern resulting from 
migration recrystalli zation is a circul ar grid Ie at aboll! 30° 
from the compressional ax is. Note however that strain 
rates in laboratory experiments arc orders of magnitude 
larger than in icc-sheets. Finally, Alley et al. [30[ sug
gested that an over-representation of grains at high angle 

to their neighbours could result from migration recrystal
li zation. However, to our knowledge, thi s has never heen 
measured in icc cores. 

3 Methods and results 

3. J New measurements of the complete texture 

Figure 2: Texfl/re of a thin section sall/pled at 1767 .8 11/ 

depth. TI,e grain bOllndaries appear in white, and each 
grain withil/ the microstructll re has a color that specifies 
its c axis orienlation. The polar plot projection on the 
boltom right corner specifies the relation between colors 
and c axis orielllations. Note that the vertical axis of the 
image corresponds to the ill-sitll vertical axis 

Automatic Icc Texture Analyzers (AJTAs) have been 
recently devel oped 137. 38, 39 ]. which has lead to a large 
improvement in the polycrystal description. Indeed, sev
eral thousands of grains can easily be measured lead
ing to improved stati stical significance of the measure
ments. Moreover, both the microstructure and the fabric 
(i.e. the texture) arc lTleasured at the same tilTle all owing 
the definition of more robust parameters and more com
plex analyses. For example, th is allows us to investigate 
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tne relation between neighbouring grains [40J. Account
ing for tne nigher quality measurements alTered by au
tomatic techn ics, a complcte texture profile of thc EDC 
core was measured from 21 4 m to 3133 m depth. Four 
cm wide and 11 cm high vertical thin sections (parallel to 
the core axis) were prepared using standard procedures 
(recalled in Dunmd et al. [40J). In the depth interval pre
viously studied by Wang et al. [41] (from 100 down to 
1500 m) thin sections were sampled only each 50 Ill. The 
sampl ing rate was increased to II III around termination 
I (313 to 5 11 Ill) and from 1500 to 3100 III depth. Thin 
sections wcre mcasurcd using thc AlTA developed by the 
Australian team [38J . 

From the raw AlTA measurements, tne microstructure 
is first automatically determined usi ng an image an alysis 
procedure initially proposed by Gay et al. [42] . When 
two crystals have dose orientations, the automatic proce
dure often failed to dctcctthe corresponding grain bound
ary and manual correct ions were made. For each grain k 
within the microstructure, an average ck axis is ca[cu
lated over all the pixels within the considered grain [40]. 
Thus the texture is completely defined: the c axis orienta
tions as well as topological information of the microstruc
ture (grain size, neighbouring relation between grains ... ) 
arc both specified. An example of a texture sampled at 
1767.8 m depth is presented in Figure 2. 

3.2 Parumctel"S describing the texture 
All the parameters lLSed in this work to characterize the 

ice polycrystal have been detailed by Durand et al. [40] 
or [32] and are briefly recalled below. 

3.2. I Mean crystal size 

The mean grain (crystal) size is est imated through the use 
of the mean grain radius: 

(3) 

where Ak is the cross-sectional area in mm2 of the grain 
k and Ng is the number of non-intersecting grains within 
the microstructure. This definition is consistent with pre
vious work made on the microstructure of EDC (see sec
tion 3.3). l a confidence intervals on (R } can be esti
mated using the relation (sec Durand et al. [40] for de
tails): 

3.2.2 Second order orientation tcnsor 

As suggested by Woodcock ]43J, the essent ial features of 
an orientation dis tribution can be we]) characterized by 
the second order orientation tensor a (2) : 

N, 

a (2) = Lhck ® ck 

k = ] 

(4) 

where j" = A~/21 L.7~ 1 A;/2 is the volume fraction of 

grain k and ck is the unit vector directed along the e
ax is of the grain k. [n previous studies, equal-weighted 
grains were usually used to calculate a (2) as h waS set to 
l INg . Here we follow the recommendation of Gagl iar
dini et al. [44J who showed that the volume weightcd 
frac tion gives a better description of the fabric. a (2) is 
by definition symmetric and, in the symmetry reference 
framc R sym constructed from the thrce eigenvectors "e i 
(i = 1,2, 3), a (2) is obviously diagonal. In R~ym, the 
length of the axis in direction "e, (i = 1, 2, 3} of the e l
lipsoid that best fits the density distribution of the grain 
orientat ions is proport ional to the corresponding e igen

values a~2). As examples, an isotropic f.\bric implies 

a~2 ) = a~2) = a~2 ) = 1/ 3 whereas a single max imum 

implies a;2 ) > a~2) '::::' (t~2) . Note that the eigenvalues 

verify a\2) +a~2) + a~2) = 1 by definition and we assume 

that a\2) > a~2) > a~2) in what follows. As wel l as the 
mean grain size, error bars, closely relatcd to the number 
of grains within the texture, can be defined. Whatever 

the considered e igenvalue a)2l, its standard deviation is 
dcfined by (sec Durand et al. [40] for detai ls): 

au. = ( - 1.64 x (a~2})2 + 1.86 x a\2) _ 0.l4)xNg-
I / 2 

As mentioned in the introduction, c axes cluster toward 
the compressional axis which is supposed to correspond 
to the in-situ vertical direction. Therefore the angle ¢ be
tween "el and the in situ vcrtical can be a high lighting 
parameter that is simply given by: 

(5) 

where ez corresponds to the in-situ vertical. 

3.2.3 Relationship between neighbouring crystals 

As shown by Alley et al. [30J , the study of the mis
orientation angle between neighbouring grains can pro
vide information on the occurrence of rotatioll recl)"stal

lizarioll. Thanks to a stricter definition of grain bound
aries (G B), Durand et al. [32] have recently proposed 
a new method to investigate the relationShip between 
neighbouring grains and applied thcir method to the up
per 1000 m of the NonhGRIP ice core. The procedure is 
briefly recalled here. First, for each grain boundary de
fined by the limit between two neighbouring grains i and 
j . the angle !/Jij defined by thc two e-axes c i and d as 
well as the relative length lij of the considcred GB (with 
respect to the total length of GBs within the sample) are 
calculated. Then , the distribution D correl of the relative 
length l ij as a func tion of the misorientation angle is com
puted. Secondly, for each grain within the microstructure, 
a new orientation chosen among the orientations present 
in tne fabric is randomly assigned: the fabric is reshuf
fled ( !/Jij is modified) without altering the microstructure 
(iij is not affected). A distribution of [ij vs Wij can be 
calculated for this uncorrelatcd texturc. This procedurc is 
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repeated 200 times leading to the estimation of an aver
age distribution and a 1(1" spread of uneorrelated textures. 
This allows us to define a 3(7 envelope which would con
tain D c.orrel for low angle grain boundaries (I/;;j < 10°) 
if no rotation recrystallization was affecting misorienta
tion angles between neighbouring grains. Application of 
this method on EDC samples is presented in Section 4.2. 

3.3 Previous studies of the microst ructu re and fabric 
evolutions along [DC 

Most of the existing crystallographic studics of the 
EDC core have becn shared between microstructure and 
fabric studies. [n this section we briefly rceall the main 
results already obtained. [n the light of the new measure
ments of the whole texture presented in this work and 
detailed in Section 3.4, some of the previous works are 
further discussed in Section 4. 

3.3.l Microstructure evolution 

The evolution of the microstructure along the EDC core 
has been intensively studied during the past years. Firstly, 
Gay e\ a1. [42J presented an automatic image analysis 
procedure enabling the reconstruction of the microstruc
ture and applied thi s method to the upper 360 meters of 
the EDC core. In this part of the core. that corresponds 
to the Ho[ocene period, the average grain size stcadily 
increases with depth. This is due to the normal grain 
growth process that is driven by a reduction of the total 
grain boundary energy and the grain growth law expo
nent 'm was estimated to 3.2 [12]. Weiss et al. [45] in
spected the evolution of the mean grain radius (R) down 
10 580 m depth, pointing out a sharp decrease of (R} 
linked wi th the Holocene·Last Glacial Maximum transi
tion (Termination J). The impact of impurities was di s
cussed. and a predominant role of dust particles through a 
pinn ing mechanism, was considered. Indeed, Weiss et a1. 
[45] demonstrated that R z is quantitatively in agreement 
with {R} during the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) if 
the particles are preferentially located along grain bound
aries. This hypothesis has been experimentally validated 
through X-Ray IOmography on ice sampled in LGM ice 
along EDC l12J. Measurements also revealed a sharp de
crease of {R} associated to termination I I (around 1750 
m) and a smaller grain size is also attributed 10 Ihe en
hancement of the pinning effeel of dust particles during 
stage 6. The effect of impurities on grain growth along 
the EDC core is di i>Cussed in detail and modcled down 
to 2135 m by Durand el a1. [12]. Finally. smaller grain 
size associated with glacial periods was further observed 
down 10 3139 In depth [46]. 

Durand et a!. [I S] have developed an original method 
10 measure a deformation tensor from the microstructure 
and apply this method 10 EDC down to 3000 m. They 
show that: (i) although Ihe now at a dome is assumed to 
be axisymmetric and icc layer thinning is supposcd to re
sult from vertical compression only. horizontlll shear is 
present already well above the basal part of the icc sheet, 
and ( ii) in contradiction with current assumptions of ice 

now models, the vertical strain rate is not always nega
tive. 

3.3.2 Fabric c"olution 

Wang et al. L41] described the evolution of the fabric 
from 81 m to 1451 m depth , showing a strengthening of 
the fabric with increasing depth: from a close to random 
di stribution of c axcs at 81m, the fabric evolves progres
sively to a vertical single maxim um at greater depths. 
Such a fabric evolution characterizes uniaxial compres
sion, the main deformation process below a dome. More
over, the EDC fabric evolution is in good agreement with 
the fabri c evolutions observed along the Dome F and 
GRIP cores, supporting the common assumption that the 
fabric strength in the upper part of ice sheets depends 
mainly on the cumulative strain. 

Recent work [47 [ investigated the evolution of the fab
ric from 1500 111 down to 2000 m depth. During Termina
tion II (around 1750111), a sharp and unexpected strength
ening of the fabric is observed . Such clusteri ng has al
ready been observed for cores drilled on icc-sheet nanks, 
and it was allributed 10 horizontal shear enhancement in 
ice deposited during glacial periods. Thi s result strongly 
suggests that horizontal shear occurs in the vicinity of 
EDe. This work was based on both fabric and microstuc
ture measurements and main conelusions will be recalled 
in the following discussion (see Section 4.3.1 ) . 

3.4 Results and comparison ,,..itll existing studies 
Here we compare the new results with those previously 

obtained. All the parameters adapted from previous stud
ies have a subscript which refers to the first author of the 
original publication. 

Figure 3 shows the evolution of the dust content down 
to 3128 m (a), together with the evolution of (R'EPlcA 
(b) as they were presented in EPICA community [46]. 
The {R} values obtained in this study arc plolled together 
with their 1(1 error bars in Figure 3c and they arc in ex
cellent agreement with the previous results. Indeed, the 
new measurements above 2500 m are included in the en
velope defined by {R} EPI CA ± 3(1. For the deepest part 
of the core, the variability in the grain size from sample 
to sample is more important which makes the compari
son between the two data sets more difficult. However. 
the large variations of {R} and (R) E:PI CA arc consistent 
with respect 10 their depth ranges and amplitudes. As a 
general tfend, the average grain size incfeases with depth 
(and so agc) from 0.9 mm at 101 m 10 9.4 rmTI at 3133 
Ill. Because (i) the sample size is constant and (ii) (R} 
increases with depth , the number of grai ns in each sam
ple N y decreases, and then statisticlll significance of the 
measurements also decreases with depth. This effect be
comes important in the very bottom part of the core where 
we observe only very few grains in each sample. Fur
thermore, the increase of {R} is punctuated by significant 
local decreases and it can be easily seen frOlll Figure 3 
that samples presenting smaller (R) arc observed during 
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Figure 4: Fabric diagrams and details of thill-sectioll pholOgraphs. Depth, nUlI/ber 0/ grains Ny. mean grain radius (R) 
and firsl eigenva/lles o/Ihe second order orien/arion leilsor a\2 ) are indicaled be/ow Ihe Ihill seclioll images. For Ihe /ab~ 
ric diagrmll!i. Ihe vallie delailed by Ihe color scale gives Ihe observed orien/alion dellSit)' relalive to isolropic Orienfalion 
dellsilY. Nole Ihm Ihe c% r scale is a(/jusled/or each diagram. 
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level. Previous lIleasllrement.f made by \Vallg et al. /41 J are presenfed with filled squares (same color code). Vertical 
dOlled lilies point 0111 Termil1a1iol1 / alit! II. 
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periods with high dust content. The reasons of such an 
evolution of (R ) arc discussed in Section 4.1. 

Figure 4 shows some of the fabric distributions as well 
as detail of an image of each thin section. Rather than 
the classical point plots, we have chosen 10 present the 
fabric distribution using contour plots on an equal area 
mesh. This representation gives a beHer description of 
the fabric for small or very large populations of grains. 
Note that all the contour-plols arc presented in a horizon
tal reference frame, i.e. , the in situ vertical (the core axis) 
is at the centre of the polar plot. As a general trend, one 
can sec that a vertical single maximum is forming with 
increasing depth even if large nuc\ualion of the cl uster
ing can be observed below 2800 m. 

The overall evolution of the fabric can be well de
scribed by the evolution of the second order orientation 

tensor. Figure 5 shows the evolution of al2) with 1a error 
bars. Previous measurements made by Wang et al. 1411 
arc also shown in Figure 5 (filled squares) and arc well 
in agreement with the present resul ts. llie fabric starts 

from a quasi random state at 81 m: a~2/va ng ~ 0.41, 

(2) .... 03? d (z) .... 027 d I aZIV ang - . - an a 3 1Van 9 - . an , as a genera 

feature, it evolves to a vertical single maximum with a~Z) 
reaching 0.99 whereas a~Z) ~ a~Z) ~ 0.005 at 2813 m. 
Two particular aspects can be noted: (i) as already men

tioned. there is a sharp and significant increase of a \Z) 

around 1750 III and th is increase is concurrent with the 
grain size dccrease observed at the climatic termination 

J J (see Figurc 3). Note also a significant decrease of a~Z ) 
in an approximatively 60 III thick layer located just above 
termination J I (M IS 5.5). (ii) Below 2800 III the cluster
ing orthe fabric is less pronounced compared 10 the above 

layers while the variability of a \Z) is very pronounced. A 
discussion of the fabric evolution is given in Section 4.3. 

• 

500 1000 1500 2000 3000 
Depth (m) 

Figure 6: Evolillion of 1> verslo' deplh. 

The angle 1> between the in situ vertical and Qe ] is 
shown on Figure 6. 1> remains constant around 5° down 
to 2700 m depth fro lll where it increases up to 35° be
low 3000 111. Uncertainties in the estimation of 1> cOllie 
mai n ly from thc orientation of the icc sample with re-

spectto the core ax is as well as the orientation of the thin 
section during the measurement. Such uncertainties arc 
difficult to quantify, but we believe that the accuracy of 1> 
is beller than 10° . Because a perfect random fabric has an 
infinite number of symmetry axes, the calculation of QeJ 
can nuctuate from sample to sample in the upper pan of 
the core where the clustering of the fabric is weak. This 
certainly explains the slightly elevated values of 1> above 
500 Ill. The value of ¢ has 10 be compared with the in
clination of the borehole, which remains constant below 
I Q down to 2700 m before il increases 10 a maximum of 
5° around 3000 m. Despite those uncertainties, the high 
values observed for the very bollom part arc definitivcly 
significant. 

4 Discussion 

4, I Grain size evolution 
As mentioned previously, the general increase of (R) 

is punctuated by sharp decreases in relation wilh climatic 
lerminations. The identification of the dominant mecha
nism at the origin of these deacascs has been discussed 
for a long time. As a contribution of this 20 years long 
debatc. Durand ct at. 1121 proposed a numerical model of 
the evolution of (R) in deep icc cores that takes into ac
count (i) recrystal lization processes (normal grain growlh 
.\tId rotation recrystallization) and (ii) the pinning effect 
induced by dust particles, bubbles and clathrates on grain 
boundaries. The model was run down to 2135 m and was 
able to reproduce accurately Ihe variations of (R) down to 
1750 Ill. Below th is depth, the model predicts 100 small 
grain size during high dust content events, i.e. the pin
ning effect of dust particles is 100 strong . A thermally 
activalCd unpinning of grain boundaries from dust part i
cles has now been introduced following the work o f Gore 
et al. [481 on ferrous alloys. Including this unpinning 
process, the model correctly reproduces the evolution of 
(R) down 10 2135 m, i.e. the whole grain size profile at 
Ihe time of Ihe study. Figure 3b shows the result of the 
model which has been extended down to 3139 m (thick 
grey tine) using the S<lme conditions <IS Durand et a!. [121. 
Although the general incrcase of (R) is well reproduced, 
two aspects have 10 be discussed. 

( i) The amplitudes of the decreases during Ihc climatic 
terminations are nol well reproduced by thc model be
low 2200 m. Due to the implementation of the unpin
ning effect in the model, thc proportion of d ust particles 
located along grain boundaries decreases rapidly below 
1000 III and falls 10 almost 0 below 2000 m fl21. As 
a consequencc, the effect of dust on grain growth is too 
weak to counteract grain growlh during glacial periods. 
It is interesting to note that due to the unpinning of grain 
boundaries, grain boundaries can move and then could 
be pinned once again by dust panicles. Thus, an equilib
rium betwecn pinning and unpinning could appear. which 
would probably lead to a higher concentration of particles 
along grain boundaries compared to the model prediction. 
It is, however, difficult to go further into the intcrpreta-
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tion as we do not have any quantitative information on 
the particles location. One of the main conclusions of 
thi s modeling exercise is that dust particle location is a 
predominant paramete r to est imate the pinning strength. 
In the future , a better characterization of the location of 
impurities in the ice is needed to undersland in more de
tails the grain size evolution in icc cores. 
(i i) Be low 2900 m, (R ) is larger than the prediction of the 
model during interglacial periods and thi s discrepancy in
creases with depth. As the temperature is close to _ 10°C 
at 2900 m and increases towards _ 5°C at 3130 m, migra
tion recrystallization cou ld occur withi n th is depth range. 
Moreover, the migration rate of grain bound'lries is sev
eral orders of magnitude l<lrger for mi gmtion recris talliz:l
tion compared to normal grain growth for a given temper
ature 134J. Therefore:. the underestimation of the mode l 
cou ld be attributed to the onset of migr.ltion recrystal
lization. as this process is not taken into account in the 
model. 

4.2 Low angle grain bounda ries and rotation n!crys
tallization 

3060.6 m 

Figure 7: Upper picture: detail of a thill·section sam
pleti at 214.4 m. tfIC anvil' IJointeti Ollt a .wbgrain bound· 
ary (see section 4.2 ftJr details). Lower pictllre: tietails 
oj a thill·section sampled at 3060.6 III. the arrow poil1led 
Ollt smaIl2·si(ie~· graim' (see seclioIl4.3.2fortlerails). 

Some low angle grain boundaries can be observed in 
the upper part of the icc core as pointed out by an ar
row o n the photography of the thin section [liken at 214.4 
III (sec Figure 7). We used the method developed by Du
rand el al. [32[ and brieny recalled in Section 3.2.3to test 

the significance of the correlat ion between neighbouring 
grains. Figure 8 shows the Dcorrel di stribution (thick 
black line) for a texture sampled at 214.4 m together with 
1, 2 and 30- envelopes calculated from 200 reshu med tex
tures (gray tones). Low angle GBs ( I/.!;j < 10°) arc sig
nificantly overestimated compared to the reshumed tex
tures. Similar results have been obtained for all the shal
lowest samples. This suggests that rotarioll recrystalliza· 
tioll is already occurring in the upper part of the ice sheet. 

02,-----------------0 

0.15 

'r 0.1 

0.05 

20 " ., 60 so 

Figure 8: DistributiOIl oj the relative lellgth of GBs as 
a f llllctioll of the misorielltatioll allgle '!jJ;j for the textllre 
sampled at 214.4 m. Dcomd is plolted with a dark solid 
line. whereas gray /Ones correspofUls /0 1. 2 and 3a de
riations estimate{/ Jrom 200 reshllJjfed textures. The (/is· 
Iribfllion and its envelope are calcl/laredfor 100 billS. 

Further. lhe impact of rotatioll I1!CI),Stalliwtioll can be 
estimaled by looking at theevolution of the relati ve popu
lation of subgrains PO<\I.r'i< to· PO<oJ!'J < to is plolted ver
sus the cum ul ative strain Gu on Figure 9 (filled ci rcles). 
Gzz is estimated through the I D now model used to deter
mine the evolution of age along the core [49]. Standard 
deviation has been estimated for each sample by repeat
ing 200 times a reshuffiing of the fabric (sec sect ion 3.2.3 
or Durand et al. [321 for details). Except for one sam
ple, PO<oJ!u < 10 is significantely over-estimated compared 
10 reshumed experiments. PO<w;J< IO increases linearly 
from 3 to 6% from Gu = - 0.0710 Gu = - 0.36 (respec
tively 269.4 and 1039.95111) with a regression coefficient 
of 0.90. A similar linear increase of PO<tI>'J< IO has been 
observed along NortllGRIP (empty circles) [32j. How
ever, the slope of the linear regression is almost 2 times 
larger in the NorthGRIP case (- 0.10 and - 0.19 respec
tively). We believe that this slope is a function of the 
grain growth rate J( (sec Equation I) and the strai n rate 
i , as f{ controls the rate of grilin boundary consumption 
(nonnal grain growth) and i control s the dislocation pro
duction and then the rate of new low-angle grain bound
.Iry production (rolmion recrystallisation) (sec also [50]). 
Then, Figure 9 confirms that rotariol! reclystalliwtioll is 
more effective (relati ve to I/ormal graill grow/h) along 
NorthGRIP thlln along EDC. This is in agreement with 
the steady grain size observed along NorthG RlP [311. 
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Thi s linear increase also seems to indicate that the frag
mentation rate of grains is constant through the strain . 
However, it is difficult to estimate quantitatively the rel
ative impact of these two proccsses on PO<1{J'j< IO ' Sim
ulation with an explici te microstructure evolution model 
would be rcquired to enlight this point ]511. 
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Figure 9: £I'ollllion of P O<w;j< 10 l'er$IIS ezz for the 
£DC core (filled circles). Linear regression is plotted as 
a straight black line. 1. 2 and 30- deJlimiolls are showlI 
lI'ith grey tones. For comparison PO<IP,j< 10 meas/lretl 
a/ol1g NorthGRIP is also sholl"/1 (empty circles) with the 
corresponding linear regression (dorted lille). 

4.3 Fabric 

As brieny discussed in Sect ion 3.4, the fabric evolves 
from a roughly random fabric elose to the surface into a 
vertical single maximum fabric at greatcr depths. This 
first order elassical description of fabric cvolution at a 
dome has, however, to be moderated in thc EDe casc for 
at least two reasons. 0) The prolongation of the trends 
towards the surface does not give an initially isotropic 
fabric. Moreover, Diprinzio et al. [52[ have shown some 

sect ions with an already clustered fabric (a ;2) ""' 0.55) 
at a depth of 22 III in the Siple Dome ice core. This 
quest ions our understanding of surface processes and will 
have to be clarified in the future. (i i) The fabric shows a 
slight elongation along one horizontal direct ion as a~2) 
is significantl y larger than a~2 ) below 2000 m. This is. 
however, expected as it is cons i ~ tent with the theory of 
the topology of ice-shcet centers [531 for a dome with a 
shape slight ly e longated I,in the North-Est direction, 541. 

Besides those felltures , two other aspects have to be 
discussed in more details: the significant strengthening 
of fabric around J 750 m as well as the opening and large 
variability of fabric below 2800 m. This is the aim of the 
follow ing sect ions. 

4.3.1 Fabric strengthening during termination 11 

A dctailed d iscuss ion on the evolution of fabric between 
1500 and 2000 m along EDe as wcll as comparisons wi th 
numerical simulations can be found in Durand ct al. [471. 
The main results arc recalled herc. 

Durand et al. [47j proposed three hypothesis toexplain 
the origi n of the observed strengthen ing: (i) a change in 
the initial fabric at the time of deposition , (ii) a change 
in the shape of the dome and (ii i) a mollification in the 
effectivc viscosity of ice related to cl imate. (iii) appears 
10 be the most probable explanation. but it requires sig
nificant shcaring in order to initiatc the positive fecdback 
at the root of the fabric strengthening 1141. Indeed, an 
initial dilTcrencc in shear viscosity induced by a differ
ence in grain size or impurity content can be magnified 
under horizontal shear because horizontal shear strength
ens the vertical single maximum fabric which then be
comes easier to shear. Horizontal shear is negl igi ble un 
der a perfect domc, but many theoretical assertions lead 
10 believe that th is assumption may not hold for the EDe 
core: the divide is not inevitably co-located with thc high
est surface elevation and the isoline corresponding to zero 
shear could have a si nuous shape. Moreover, somc mi
crostructuralmcasurcmen ts as well as echo soundi ngs in
dicate the presence of shear along EDe. Such a shearing 
scenario allows us to correctly explain the observations 
through a numerical experiment. Indeed. using a local 
higher order anisotropic ice now model, Durand et al. 
[471 have correct ly reproduced the sharp strengthening 
between two layers prcsenting a difference in their vis

cosi ty. TIle mode l also reproduces the decreasc of a~2) in 
the upper layer, as obscrved on the EDe data. In terms of 
ice flow, numerical experiments have shown that the dis
continuity of the viscosi ty of icc implies a discontinuity 
in the shear strain-rate and a discontinuity in the slopc of 
the longitudinal strain-ratc . Shear strain-rate and slope of 
the longitudinal strain-rate arc highcr in softer layers as 
compared to harder layers. These differcnces havc impli
cations on the thinning function as the slope of the thin
ning functi on is affected, but due to the continuity of the 
longitudinal strain-rate, therc is no differcntial thinning 
between adjacent layers. It is, however. impossible with 
these results 10 help the ice core dating community as the 
now cond itions vary from site 10 site even if they present 
a similar g lac iological con text. 

What about the other Terminations, do we observe a 
similar strengthening of the fabric there? As mentioned 
by Durand et a1. ]32J, such a cl ustering is not observed 
during termination I in the data of Wang et al. l411. Ii 
is also difficult to find such tendency in the new mcasure
ments made around Term ination I and prescnted in Figure 
5. As shear increases with depth. we believe that higher 
c1 usten::d layers do not havc the opportunity to develop in 
the upper part of the core. On the other hand, below 1750 
111, the clustering of the fabr ic is already very pronounced 

a~2) > 0.8 so that enhanced cl ustering due to shear is 
less visible . However, it is intcrcst ing to note that below 
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2800 m. where the fabric present a large variability, all 
the layers presenting smaller grains (glacial maxima) arc 
much more clustcred than the surround ing laycrs. This 
can be secn in Figure 4 by comparing the textures sam
pled at 3043.2 III (stage 16.3) and 3060.6 III (stage 17.3) 
respectively. 

4.3.2 Hottom part: is migration recrystallizationoc
curring? 

In Figure 10 we present the evolution of a;2 ) fOrlile deep
est part of the EOC core compared with that of GR IP 
within a similar depth range (below 2500 01) l21]. The 
two records look very similar although thc low resolution 
of the GR IP record docs not allow for a strict compari
son. According to Thorsteinsson ct al. [21J the decrease 
in ai2

) observed for the deepest part of the GRIP core, is 
allributed 10 the occurrence of migration recrystallization. 
However, the authors acknowledge that the ev idence for 
migration rccrystallization is not obvious: (i) large inter
locking grains arc not always observed and (ii) fabrics 
do not prescnt a girdle typc at 30° from thc comprcs
sional ax is as demonstratcd by laboratory tests. Can a 
similar (or more conclusive) ex planation be given to ex
plain the fabric evolution for the last hundrcd metcrs of 
the EDC core? This is of primary importance. Indeed, 
now disturbllllces thaI affecl the duration of events below 
2800 III have been detected and dating corrections have 
been suggested 155]. However, a clear interpretation of 
the physical processes at the origin of these disturbances 
has nOt been provided. If migration recrystallization is 
not occurring, the study of the fabric could give valuable 
indications on past deformation. 

" 
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2600 2700 2800 2900 3000 3100 
Depth (m) 

Figure 10: Eigel/I"all/es of the second order orielllaIioll 

tellsor l"ersl/s depth. a;2) is ill black, a~2) ill dark grey alld 

a~2) ill light grey. Opell symbuls alollg the EDC cure amI 
thick line along the GRIP core. 

As mentioned in S(.>(:tion 2.2.3. migration rccrystalliza
tion is helicved to take place for tcmperature close to the 
melting point (roughly above - lO°C). Since the tcmpera
ture has reached _ 13°C at 2800 III and increases to _ 2°C 
at 3250 111 the ice is probably warm enough for migration 
recrystallization to occur. 

11 has to be noted that the evolution of a~2) is highly 
nuctuating. Indeed, the sampling rate has been increased 
up to 0.5 III during the transition from stage 14 to stage 
15 (2933 to 2955 111), and the frequency of the clustering 
nuctuations increased as well: there arc highly contrast
ing fabrics from one sample to thc next. Moreover, there 
is no clear correlation between the fabric nuctuations and 
clim;l[e or chemical components. For exa mple, between 
2951 and 2956 01 (stage 15), a;2 ) increases from 0.67 
to 0.93 although isotopic values are stable and the impu
rity content is rdatively low and constant. The only fea
ture that can he noticed is that layers with high impurity 
content and thus small mean grain size always present a 
strong singlc maximum fabric. 
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Figure II: Nor/l/alize,1 grail! size distributions. cumu
lated for all the textl/res sampled abOl'e 2812 111 (thick 
black lilies), clllllulated for textures sampled below 2812 

III alld presemillg a\2) > 0.9 (dark gray lille), CIIIIIU

lated for texfllres sampled beloll! 2812 m alld presentillg 

(li
2

) ::s: 0.9 (light gray area). 

From 2846 m depth and downwards very small grains 
« 1 mm) start to appear in between the larger grains. 
The small grains arc too small to obtain good measure
ments of their c-axis orientation. An illustration of such 
grains is presentcd on Figure 7 for thc texture samplcd at 
3060.6 Ill. 1l1cse grains are generally 2-sides (surrounded 
by only 2 neighbours). which is unusual as such grains 
would normally be rapidly consumed by normal grain 
growth. Consequently, these grains have prabl.llly been 
recently nucleated. Under normal grain growth, the nor
nml ized grain size distribution remai ns unaffected [291. 
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Then. il is reasonable 10 stack the normalized grain size 
distributions from sample 10 sample (at least for the upper 
part of the core). This allows us to improve the represen
tation of the di stribution when dealing with a low popu la
tion o f grains in each sample. Figure II is the normalized 
distribution stacked for all the textures sampled above 
2812 m (thick black line). A distribution wi th a maximum 
followed by an exponential decaying tail is found , which 
is typical of a normal grain growth regime. Be low 2812 

m, the stack is done for textures presenting a \21 > 0.9 on 

one hand (dark gray line), and for a \21 $. 0.9 on the o ther 
hand (light gray area). Textures with highly cl ustered fab

rics (a.;l ) > 0.9) show a stacked normalized distribution 
very similar 10 the one obtained for the upper sampl es. 
On the other hand, the samples where the fabric is drasti

cally affected (all ) S 0.9) show a clear overestimation of 
small er grains compared 10 Ihe other distributions. Thi s 
demonstrates that there is a clear link between the pres
ence of small grains and the observed opening oflhe fab
ric . The first step of migration recrystallization appears 
10 be reached (nucleation of grains). However. we have 
never observed the typical girdle fabric thai is classicaly 
assigned 10 a recrystallized sample under vcrtical com
pression. Moreover. large, interlocking crystal s have not 
been observed. This questions the effect of migration re
crystallization on textures and would need to be clllrified 
in the future. 

5 Conclusion 

New measurements of the lexture (microstructure and 
fabric) have been done along the EDC core, from 214 m 
down 10 3133 m depth. A review of the ex isting EDC 
texturc works is g iven togelher with a di scussion of the 
new observations. 

The mean grain size steadily increases due 10 normal 
grain growth. This increase is punctuated by sharp de
creascs in phase with deglaciations. The dust content is 
much larger during glacial periods. and the larger nUlTl
ber of dust particles during these periods induces a de
crease of the grain growth rate through a pinning e ffect. 
However, the strength of this pinning effect is drastically 
affected by the location of particles within Ihe ice crys
tals, and th is effcct is strong enough to quantitatively ex
plain our obscrvat ions at thc condition where dust par
ticles arc preferentially located at the grain boundaries. 
However, this pre ferential location probably evolves with 
depth through an unpinning effect. and thus its effect on 
grain growth also. A bener understanding of the state of 
impurities (solute or particle) and their location within the 
pol ycryslal would be essential to improve our knowledge 
on grai n growth in polar icc. 

As it has been observed for other cores located at a 
dome, fllbric cvolves from a qUllsi-nlndoJl1 distribution 
at the I1rn-ice transit ion to a strong vertical single max
imum with incrcasing depth. However, this general trend 
is punctuatcd by a sharp clustering of the fabric during 

termination II (llround 1750 m), The most likely ex pla
nation is that shear is not negligible along the EDC corc. 
A differcnce of viscosity between layers of diffcrent pe
riods, probably due to differcncc in grain size and/or in 
impurity content, could be the cause of a slight cluster
ing of the fabric. A positive feedback is initiated as more 
clustered fabrics become easier to shear, which in turn 
enhance the elustering. Such clustering is not observed 
during term ination [probably because the shearing is too 
weak in the upper part of the core to initiate the positive 
feedback. Deepcr. the fabric is too cl ustcred to observe 
such a variation during the following tcrminations. Fi
nally, below 2846 m. the evolution of the fabric is ex
trcmcly variable. As the temperature is high enough, mi
gration recrystallization may occur. However, despite the 
fact that small nucleate grains appear, other fingerprints 
of the migration recrystallization arc not obvious. This 
shows the limitat ions of our knowledge on the effect of 
such process on the ice polycrystal. This will have to be 
further investigated in the future. 
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